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Pirates, as Agents of Change

We Do Business The Old Fashion Way,

One Ship Load Of Pirates At A Time!

Pirates did affect change in the early world

of business development.

They were "Agents of Change" creating a

competitive and often risky venue within

which these entrepreneurs adapted and

flourished or became complacent and

extinct.

Today's competitive business arena

requires quick and calculated adaptation.

The fun and thought provoking drills and

staged scenarios aboard our boats will

challenge your staff to creatively and

methodically address situations very

similar to those of your rapidly changing

market space.

If your team has a spirit for adventure or

the desire to avoid another boring staff

meeting, our Corporate Adventures may

very well be the escape you've been

looking for.

To affect real change in today's

competitive and strenuous environment

requires a Pirate's attitude.

What do "Pirates" have in
common with my business?

“

At Windsong,

We Simply Do It Best!

If you’re interested in something
“New” and “Exciting”

for small groups,

call us to

Have an "Attack" today!

Pirates have:

 Courage

 Initiative

 Confidence

 Teamwork

Pirates:

 Practice

 Evaluate Risks/Rewards

 Have eyes on the horizon

 Navigate toward goals

Great For:

 Employee Recognition or Team Building

 Customer Appreciation or Marketing



WELCOME ABOARD!

I’d like to personally invite your team to

participate in our Corporate Adventures

program which is designed to create

teamwork in an environment conducive to

change.

This program offers a unique approach to a

common problem. Work can be fun and the

same can be said for learning. Often times

neither are much fun because we’ve

forgotten how to enjoy ourselves in the

work place.

Our Pirate themed Corporate Adventures set

the stage for exploring and reinforcing team

dynamics. Our program specializes in small

team themed escapes for 4 hours of

structured fun filled sailing adventures.

The Adventures can be customized to fit

your corporate mission or goal, be it leisure,

problem solving or team building.

Start An Annual Tradition!

Our themed approach allows the team

to seek, accept and manage change by

acting as “Pirates, Agents of Change”.

Each adventure instills humorous and

meaningful antidotes that carry

important messages on interpersonal

dynamics and values.

If you would like to add fun to your

work place and empower your staff to

become “Agents of Change”, Windsong

Sailing Academy has the answer for

you.

Bold Change Requires Bold Moves.

Make Your Move Today With

Windsong Corporate Adventures.

Benefits:

∙ Build dynamic rapport   
among team members.

  ∙ Stimulate creativity.  

  ∙ Develop appreciation 
for team member's
differences and
strengths.

  ∙ Develop team trust. 

  ∙ Escape and adventure!

Options:

∙ Leisurely Captained Charter 
4 hrs $650 1 - 5 pm

∙ Treasure Hunt 
4 hrs $700 1 - 5 pm

∙ Pirate Adventure 
4 hrs $750 1 - 5 pm

* Prices are per 6 crew boat.


